
True-to-lifeTrue-to-life
Autonomous VehicleAutonomous Vehicle
Driving SimulatorDriving Simulator
Virtual testing solutions that replicate the complexity
and scale of real-world roads & traffic.
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Test-drivingTest-driving
autonomous vehicleautonomous vehicle
in the real worldin the real world
can lead to accidents.can lead to accidents.

MORAI offersMORAI offers
the best-in-classthe best-in-class
autonomous vehicleautonomous vehicle
simulation platformsimulation platform
to make the roads safer.to make the roads safer.
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Realistic Vehicle & Sensor ModelsRealistic Vehicle & Sensor Models
Highly configurable vehicle dynamics and various sensor models including
cameras, lidars, GPS, and IMU for accurate simulation of your vehicle behavior.

Digital Twin Maps Created from HD Map DataDigital Twin Maps Created from HD Map Data
A digital twin of your region of interest built from HD map data that bridges the gap
between real-world and simulation test environments.

Realistic Surrounding Vehicle BehaviorRealistic Surrounding Vehicle Behavior
Surrounding vehicles automatically navigate around the map 
- powered by their own AI algorithms.

Synthetic Dataset GenerationSynthetic Dataset Generation
Automatic annotation functionality along with weather and lighting control
features allow users to create their own datasets.

Seamless IntegrationSeamless Integration
Support for a wide range of data communication protocols and operating systems
ensures easy integration with your AV stack.

Platform FeaturesPlatform Features
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Virtual Data

Transform RGB Data Depth Data ...

Sensor Setting

Sensor Position Sensor Parameter

Virtual Environment

Traffic Weather HD Map

PBR 3D Models Light Condition ...

Virtual Sensor Data

Lidar Camera GPS IMU V2X ....

Interface

ROS UDP TCP/IP Serial CAN

MORAI SIMMORAI SIM

MORAI SIM can handle any autonomous driving use case. With a complete feature set 

that can be tailored to connect to most AV software stacks, MORAI SIM can be used 

to design and execute scenario-based tests, generate replicas of real life city streets 

using tailor-made environment building tools, populate scenes with easy to use AI traffic 

agents, and accelerate the system development process - from project inception to final 

testing and deployment.

MORAI Simulation platform offers sensor models that are designed to reproduce and 

transmit data formats identical to their real world counterparts. 

Each sensor model can be set to user preferences - for example, camera focal length, 

lidar model, GPS track error, and many other parameters are all adjustable.

Autonomous Driving SystemAutonomous Driving System

Ground Truth DataGround Truth Data
KPIsKPIs

Test ConfigurationTest Configuration
Control InputControl Input Evaluation IndexEvaluation IndexSensor DataSensor Data

Graphics EngineGraphics Engine

GUIGUI

APIAPI - ROS, CAN, Serial, UDP, - ROS, CAN, Serial, UDP,

MORAI Simulation ArchitectureMORAI Simulation Architecture

SensorsSensorsINTRODUCING MORAI SIMINTRODUCING MORAI SIM

MORAI Virtual SensorsMORAI Virtual Sensors

Environment Builder

Ego Vehicle

Sensors

HD Map Editor

Traffic Signal Controller

Weather & Climate

Traffic Vehicles

Scenario Editor

XIL
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LOD 0LOD 0 LOD 1LOD 1 LOD 2LOD 2

PhotorealPhotoreal

HD-map HD-map 
True OrthophotoTrue Orthophoto

BuildingsBuildings
DEMDEM

HD-map HD-map 
Aerial ImageAerial Image

Levels of DetailLevels of Detail

Environments of Cities in Korea Environments of Cities in Korea 
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MORAI Digital Twin PortfolioMORAI Digital Twin Portfolio

EnvironmentsEnvironments

With over 10 city areas in Korea 

replicated with our simulation software, 

MORAI has the most diverse portfolio of 

autonomous driving-ready environments 

in Korea.



Provides more detailed configuration options for test scenarios 
than the in-simulation scenario editor.

Enables test automation and adds a layer of abstraction 
by defining the test scenario through a script-based interface.

MORAI SIM offers tools for engineers to intuitively build test scenarios with a graphical 
user interface. Take direct control of scenario creation by placing test objects or traffic 
vehicles at will. Assign trajectories and behavior patterns with precision and confidence.

To scale up scenario testing, a graphical interface is not enough. Providing a scriptable 
language option to build test scenarios is becoming an industry standard, and MORAI 
SIM is implementing a python-based script that provides a level of abstraction to test 
engineers that will allow them to remove distractions and solely focus on test design and 
execution.

Scenario Definition LanguageScenario Definition Language

ScenariosScenarios

Scenario EditorScenario Editor
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Test the safety of your autonomous vehicle systems in a controlled environment.
Create any variety of scenarios, from highway cut-ins to busy city intersections,
all populated with AI-powered surrounding vehicles and smart actors.
Ensure the system is tested against edge cases and accelerate overall system
development.

Create scenes with MORAI's simulation by placing a wide range of pre-annotated 
objects in different weather and lighting conditions. The simulation will automatically 
drive through the photo-real environment to create synthetic datasets and allow users 
to cost-effectively add new data to their real-world datasets.

Cut-in Scenario Simulation ExampleCut-in Scenario Simulation Example

Software-in-the-Loop (SIL) Testing

Perception Algorithm Development

Case 2Case 2

Case 1Case 1

Use CasesUse Cases

Example Use CasesExample Use Cases
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Scenario GenerationScenario Generation

AV SystemAV System

Sensor Data

Scenario 
Definition

Digital Twin EnvironmentDigital Twin Environment

Pose &Pose &
PositionPosition

VirtualVirtual
Sensor dataSensor data

Virtual testing does not have to be a software only process. Test even the most complex 
scenarios with production or deployment-ready configurations by connecting MORAI’s 
simulator to real vehicle systems. Mixed reality can provide that final layer of validation 
you need.

Every region of the world has its own unique signs, traffic light designs, and road marking 
rules. Even within the same region, small towns have very different layouts from the big 
cities - tall office buildings can occlude sensors in ways houses in towns will not.

To feed all of this different information to the autonomous vehicle, we build immersive 
3D environments of each region we operate in. This is made possible with MORAI’s 
automated environment generation pipeline. Using data provided by our mapping 
partners, we create roads, signs, and buildings - all virtually.

Provides the best of both worldsProvides the best of both worlds
- the accuracy of VIL systems with the flexibility and safety of simulation.- the accuracy of VIL systems with the flexibility and safety of simulation.

Case 3Case 3 Case 4Case 4

1. Road surfaces and markings1. Road surfaces and markings

3. Buildings and terrain (OSM, DEM)3. Buildings and terrain (OSM, DEM) 4. Foliage and detailing work4. Foliage and detailing work

2. Traffic lights and signs2. Traffic lights and signs

Real-time computer with simulationReal-time computer with simulation

Use CasesUse Cases

Vehicle-in-the-LoopVehicle-in-the-Loop Environment GenerationEnvironment Generation
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Validate your autonomous vehicles Validate your autonomous vehicles 
with MORAI simulation todaywith MORAI simulation today

Contact UsContact Us

contact@morai.aicontact@morai.ai
www.morai.aiwww.morai.ai

Our InvestorsOur Investors

Our Clients & PartnersOur Clients & Partners

Universities Universities 
& Education& Education

Public Public 
InstitutionsInstitutions

Research Research 
InstitutesInstitutes
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IndustryIndustry


